Textbook Recommendations: 2012-2013

English 103


English 104/105


Various. *The National Geographic Learning Reader*. (Topics include Gender Roles: A Cross Culture Perspective; Climate Change; Cultural Identity in America; Archaeology; Water: Global Challenges and Policy of Freshwater Use; Green; and Biological Anthropology.) Cengage, 2012. ($27) -- Strong apparatus paired with focused readings, additional resources available via media-enhanced e-book w/personalization features.


Supplemental (Valuable texts if you are supplying your own readings.)


**English 105**


Walters, Keith, and Michal Brody. *What’s Language Got to do with It?* Norton, 2005. ISBN: 978-0-393-97884-1 ($73) -- Uses a wide variety of genres to explore language as a symbol and a tool, includes strong apparatus.-

*All prices are the estimated cost at the NIU bookstore (new, not used) before tax.*